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ABSTRACT
Since the next generation MOSFET model will be
based on either surface potential or inversion charge, a
comparison between the two approaches is timely. In
this paper, we will analyze in some detail the
fundamentals of the two approaches. We will compare
the expressions for inversion charge and gate
capacitance.

1 INTRODUCTION
The modeling of MOS transistors for integrated circuit
design has been driven by the needs of digital circuit
simulation for many years. The present trend toward mixed
analog-digital chips creates a necessity for MOSFET
models appropriate for analog and RF design as well [1, 2,
3, 4].
Strong inversion used to be the prevailing MOS
operation region, but as a consequence of the technological
trend toward shorter channel lengths and reduced supply
voltages, MOS devices now often operate in the moderate
and weak inversion regions [5].
Conventional models, such as BSIM [6], are direct
models since the drain current and the terminal charges are
explicit functions of the terminal voltages. Since these
direct models use mathematical smoothing functions to
describe the transition between weak and strong inversion,
they are not accurate enough to represent the moderate
inversion region, widely employed in low supply voltage
circuits [3, 4].
Currently, there are essentially two alternative
approaches to direct models, namely surface-potentialbased (φs-based) [1, 3, 4] and inversion-charge-based (qibased) [2, 7, 8, 9, 10] models. In these two indirect models,
the drain current and the terminal charges are indirect
functions of the terminal voltages through either the surface
potential or the inversion charge density. One of these two
approaches will probably form the basis for the next
generation MOSFET model.
The accurate calculation of the surface potential [4, 19],
once a big issue, is no longer a problem; in fact, the surface
potential can be calculated within machine tolerances and
with no significant burden in relation to the overall compact
model calculations. Conventional surface potential models
based on the original charge-sheet approximation of Brews
[13] do not lead to a practical result due to difficulties in
introducing velocity saturation effects for short-channels
and obtaining closed-form self-consistent charges for the

device terminals. Practical compact φs-based models
(MM11, SP) use linearization of the surface potential vs.
inversion charge density in a similar way as qi-based
models do [3, 4].
In regard to qi-based models, the inversion charge
density is approximated using the unified charge control
model (UCCM) [8].
Briefly, φs-based and qi-based models have a common
background, but enough differences between them exist to
motivate model developers to support either approach.
Because the complete transistor model, including the
different physical effects relevant to advanced technologies,
is very complex, we will reduce our comparison to the core
models based on either surface potential or inversion
charge.
For a classical (as opposed to quantum mechanical)
long-channel MOSFET, considering constant mobility, the
main characteristics of the transistor, drain current, total
charges, transconductances, and capacitive coefficients can
be calculated in terms of the inversion and bulk charge
densities. Consequently, we will limit this paper to a
comparison of the inversion charge and gate capacitance
obtained from either φs-based or qi-based models.

2 ACCURATE LONG-CHANNEL MODEL
For a long-channel device, the gradual channel
approximation [3, 11] is valid, i.e., the longitudinal (xdirection) component of the electrical field can be assumed
to be much smaller than the transversal (y-direction)
component.

A) General analysis for charge and potential
The electron and hole densities, n and p, are given by
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. In the gradual channel
approximation, the Poisson equation can be written [3, 11]
as:

(

d 2φ qN A
=
1 − e −φ
εs
dy 2

φt

+ e (φ −VC − 2φ F ) φt

)

(1)

where φ is the eletrostatic potential, φ t is the thermal
voltage, VC is the channel-to-bulk voltage, φ F is the bulk
Fermi potential, NA is the doping concentration, q is the
electron charge and ε s is the permittivity of silicon.
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The total charge QC´ per unit area in the semiconductor
can be obtained from Gauss’ law:

Q C´ = ε s

dφ
| y=0
dy

(2)

Q

= −C

'
ox

(V G

− V FB − φ s )

(3a)

where C’ox is the oxide capacitance per unit area and VFB is
the flat band voltage.
Since Q’C = -Q’G by charge conservation, the gate
electrode charge per unit area is given by:
'
(V G − V FB − φ s )
Q G' = C ox

(3b)

Using (1-3), an implicit relation for the surface potential
is found [3, 11]

(VG
2

(

(

2
− V FB − φ s ) = γ 2φ t e − (2φ F +VC ) φt e φ s

(

γ φs +φt e

−φs φt

))

φt

−1

)

(4a)

(VG −VFB −φs )2 =γ 2 (φt e(φs −2φF −VC ) φt +φs −φt )

(4b)

B) I-V characteristic
For the calculation of the current IDS that flows from
drain to source, it is assumed that the hole current as well as
recombination/generation can be neglected [3,11]. In the
ideal case, it is furthermore assumed that there is a current
flow in the x-direction only. In other words, the bulk
current IB and gate current IG are zero [11]. Assuming the
mobility µ to be independent of bias and position, the
channel current can be written [11, 12] as

dVC
dx

(5)

Integrating (5) along the channel, from source to drain,
[11, 12] yields:
I DS = −

µW
L

VD

∫

VS

Q I' dVC

(6)

The very general equation (6) clearly indicates the
relevance of the inversion charge density for MOSFET
modeling.
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with ξ (φ ) = −

e φ φt
dφ
ξ (φ )

(7)

dφ
.
dy

3 BASIC APPROXIMATIONS FOR
COMPACT MODELS
A) Charge-sheet approximation
The charge-sheet approximation ignores the potential
drop across the inversion layer, for the calculation of the
bulk charge density Q ´B . According to the charge-sheet
approximation, Q ´B is given by

−1 +

where γ is the body factor.
If φ S > 6φ t , we can approximate (4a) by

I DS = −µWQI'

Q I' = − qN A e − (2φ F +VC ) φt ∫0 s
φ

Applying Gauss’ theorem at the oxide interface, QC´ can
also be related to the applied gate bias:
'
C

Finally, the double integral equation for IDS commonly
referred to as the Pao-Sah model is obtained using the
accurate expression (7) [11] for Q I' in (6),

(

'
Q B´ = − sign(φ s )C ox
γ φ s + φ t e −φ s

φt

)

−1

(8)

Expression (8) gives a continuous model from
accumulation through depletion to inversion. From (3a) and
(8) and invoking charge conservation, the inversion charge
density Q I′ is expressed as


Q' 
QI' = −C ox' VG − VFB − φ s + 'B 
C ox 


(9)

For φs-based models, one can calculate φs iteratively
using (4a) [4,19] and the resultant value is used to calculate

QG´ , Q ´B and Q I′ from (3b), (8) and (9), respectively.
The charge sheet current expression results from an
additional hypothesis as explained below.
Differentiating (4b) with respect to φs we get [14, 21]
dV C
C' + C'
= 1 + ox ' b
dφ s
Ci

(10)

This result can be easily interpreted using Fig. 1 [15], a
description of the three-terminal MOS structure as a
capacitive model based on the general expression (4b).
Note that expression (10) is more general than the chargesheet approximation because it has been derived [14] from
the general equation (4b) without any further
approximations.
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(

′ VG − VFB − φs − γ φs − φt
QI′ = −Cox

G
'
C ox

dQI'

_

+

dVC

+
_

Expanding (15) in power series about φ Sa (value of
surface potential deep in weak inversion, neglecting
channel charge) we obtain, for constant VG [2,14]:

_
+

C b'

(15)

since the exponential term in (8) becomes negligible.

dQG'

dφ S

C i'

)

dQB'

Q I′ ≅ C ox′ n [φ s − φ sa ]

(16a)

d Q I′ ≅ n C ox′ d φ S

(16b)

B
Fig. 1: Small-signal model for the three terminal
MOSFET
Because the second term in the right-hand side of (10) is
relevant for small Q ´I only (weak inversion), we can
approximate the inversion capacitance in (10) [14, 21] by

C i'

Cb′
γ
= 1+
′
Cox
2 φ Sa − φt

φSa −φt = VG −VFB −φt +

Q'
= − I
φt

(11)
Cb' in

Calculating
constant VG yields
C b' = −

n = 1+

terms of

Q I'

from expression (9) for

dQ B'
dQ I'
'
=
− C ox
dφ s
dφ s

(12)

Substituting (11) and (12) into (10) we get [20, 21]
dVC
φ dQI'
= 1− t'
dφs
QI dφs

(13)

Finally, from (5) and (13) the charge sheet current
expression results.
dφ S
dQI'
(14)
+ µWφt
I DS = I drift + I diff = − µWQI'
dx
dx

B) Linearized qi-based models
In this section we will present a new improved version
of the linearized qi-based model. Compared to the equations
published in [15], we have included here an additional term
(φt), which corresponds to the hole contribution, into the
bulk charge. As will be shown in the simulation section,
this small term has significant impact on the model
accuracy.
In inversion, (9) reduces [11] to

(16c)

γ2 γ
−
4 2

(16d)

C b´ is the depletion capacitance calculated assuming the
inversion charge to be negligible and n is the slope factor,
slightly dependent on the gate voltage.
The channel charge density for which the diffusion
current equals the drift current will be designated the
pinch-off charge density Q'IP . The value of Q'IP is readily
derived from the substitution of (16b) into (14), resulting
[2,16] in
'
'
φt
= − nC ox
Q IP

(17)

The channel-to-substrate voltage (VC) for which the
channel charge density equals Q'IP is called the pinch-off
voltage VP.
Using approximation (16a) to calculate the surface
potential φSP at pinch-off gives

φ SP = φ Sa − φ t

(18)

In order to calculate the pinch-off voltage, we can use
(19), following from (4b) and (15):

'  φ + φ e(φ S − 2φ F − V C) / φt − φ − φ − φ 
Q'I = −γ Cox
t
S t 
 S t
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′ ,
Substituting φS, VC, and Q I′ with φSP, VP, and Q IP
respectively, in (19) and linearizing (19) around φSP, results
in

 n 
VP =φ Sa−2φF − φt 1 + ln
 
 n −1  


(20)

4 UNIFIED CHARGE CONTROL MODEL
Even though the UCCM has been presented as a semiempirical model, we have shown in [15] that the UCCM
(21) can be readily derived using two approximations:
1. the depletion capacitance per unit area is assumed to
be constant along the channel and is calculated assuming
the inversion charge to be negligible in the potential
balance equation;
2. the inversion capacitance is proportional to the
inversion charge density, a hypothesis already included in
the expression of the charge-sheet current.
The resultant UCCM is given by
 Q' − Q ′
 Q' 
V P − VC = φ t  IP ´ I + ln I 
′ 
 Q IP
 nC oxφ t

(21)

A fundamental property of (21) is that, in weak
inversion, it is asymptotically coincident with the chargesheet model. Substituting (17) and (20) into (21) and
considering Q I → 0 , it follows that
'

QI' = −

2qε S N A
2 φsa − φt

φt e(φsa −2φF ) / φt e−VC / φt

Equation (24) is useful for hand analysis, but the
exponential dependence of Q I′ on VP in weak inversion
precludes (24) or expressions based on approximations of
the pinch-off voltage from being used for accurate
modeling.
As a final comment about the unicity of the UCCM, let
us consider the linear relationship between inversion charge
and surface potential, and the consistency between the
expressions of the drain current using either the
drift/diffusion equation (14) or the quasi-Fermi potential
formulation (5):
ID =

µW
´
nC ox

(− Q

´
I

´
φt
+ nC ox

) dQdx

´
I

= − µWQ I´

dVC
dx

From (25) it follows that
 1
φ 
− t  = dV C
d Q I′ 
′
n
C
Q
ox
I′ 


VG − VT 0
n

5 COMPARISON BETWEEN INVERSION
CHARGE DENSITY MODELS
The full numerical solution of the Poisson equation (1)
will be used as a baseline for comparison of charges.
Expression (1) is solved by finite differences with a nonuniform discrete mesh in y.

(22)

(23)

into (21) gives

 Q′ 
′ (VG −VT 0 − nVC )
′ − QI′ + nCox
′ φt ln I  = Cox
QIP
′ 
 QIP
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(24)

(26)

Equation (26) represents the UCCM in differential
form.

We will call this improved version of the UCCM, which
includes the additional term φt into the bulk charge, as
UCCM+.
Expression (22) is also the asymptotic expression in
weak inversion for the calculation of the inversion charge
using equations (4a), (8) and (9).
Substituting the first order approximation of VP
presented in [5]
VP ≅

(25)

Fig. 2: Inversion charge density
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For the simulations, the following parameters were used
(unless specified otherwise): temperature=27 oC, oxide
thickness= 2nm, doping concentration= 2E18 cm-3.
As shown in Fig.2, UCCM+ and the φs-based model
give very good approximations for the inversion charge
densities from weak, through moderate to strong inversion.

equivalent in weak inversion as expected. An interesting
result from Figs. 3 and 4 is that UCCM+ gives a better
approximation than the charge-sheet model for moderate
inversion while in strong inversion the opposite is
observed. The better accuracy of the UCCM+ in moderate
inversion is related to the fact that the capacitive model on
which the UCCM+ is based is more general than the chargesheet approximation. In strong inversion the value of the
inversion capacitance ( − Q I´ / φ t ) used in UCCM+ is less
accurate and the charge-sheet model gives a better result.

6 COMPARISON BETWEEN CAPACITIVE
MODELS
All charges are obtained naturally in the φs-based
model, but there is a need for supplementary bulk and/or
gate charge models in qi-based approaches.

Fig. 3: Error in inversion charge density for two doping
concentrations

Fig.5: Gate capacitance

Fig. 4: Error in inversion charge density for two oxide
thicknesses
As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig.4, the old version of UCCM
is not accurate in WI. Moreover, the amount of error for the
original UCCM strongly depends on the physical
parameters Tox and Na as well as on operating temperature,
which undermines the predictive qualities of the model.
This is also the case for other proposed variants of the qibased approach. Concerning the φs-based charge-sheet
model and UCCM+, both approaches give errors less than
3% under normal bias conditions and for a wide range of
physical parameters. UCCM+ and charge sheet are strictly

Fig.6: Derivative of gate capacitance
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Figure 5 compares two approximate models of the gate
capacitance from [17] and [18] against the φs-based model .
The BSIM5 curve [17] is the result of an empirical
model, which is not accurate in accumulation. The model
we have used for the bulk capacitance in Fig. 5
approximates it in accumulation by a rational function that
gives the correct asymptotic behavior in accumulation and
ensures continuity for the first (Fig. 6) and second
derivatives of the capacitance. The drawback of the model
based on this rational function is the cumbersome
expression for the bulk charge.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The main approximations behind the surface-potentialbased and the charge-based models were analyzed. A new
high accuracy charge model (UCCM+) was achieved. This
new model and the surface potential calculation give
accurate values for the inversion charge in the useful range
of MOS transistor operation. Some subtle differences
between the inversion charges calculated from the two
models were found. Both models give the same results for
the inversion charge in weak inversion, UCCM+ is better
than the charge-sheet model in moderate inversion and the
opposite is valid in strong inversion. Concerning the bulk
charge modeling, no better option than the calculations
based on the surface potential has been found.
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